
A Unique Opportunity

There has never been a better time to 
support the Rhodes Scholarships by 
including a gift in your will or with 
another type of planned gift. With two 
steps you can generate an immediate 
cash donation to Rhodes Trust from the 
McCall MacBain Foundation.

 

Details

1. The Legacy Match covers many types of planned giving as well as bequests  
           in your will.  Eligible gifts include life insurance policies, real estate, personal  
           property, or placing assets in trust with the Rhodes Trust named as a 
	 beneficiary.	
2. Your bequest commitment is non-binding and your estate plans can be 
 revised in the future.  
3. The Legacy Match will end when either 100 bequest/planned gift intentions  
 have been matched or £1M has been paid in match payments. 
4. You do not have to choose the amount of your bequest now. A popular   
 choice is to state a gift as a percentage of your estate, which will 
 automatically adjust no matter what the future may bring.
5.	 Only	bequest/planned	gift	notifications	received	from	Rhodes	Scholars,	or		
 their spouses or partners, are eligible for matching. 
6. The maximum match payment for any single commitment under the Legacy  
	 Match	will	be	£25,000.	In	other	words,	the	first	£250,000	of	the	current	
 estimated value of your bequest/planned gift will be matched at 10%.
7. You will be recognised in the donor report as a member of the Rhodes 
 Society, unless you wish to be anonymous.
8. All match funds received under the Legacy Match, along with your future  
 legacy gift, will be designated to the Rhodes Society fund, a permanent  
 named fund within the Rhodes endowment to fund the core scholarships in  
 honour of our legacy donors.  As a member of the Rhodes Society you will  
 receive an annual report on the value of the fund.  

For more information contact:
Nancy Felix  
T: +1 917 902 3731 
E: nancy.felix@rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk

 
The Rhodes Trust 

McCall MacBain Foundation 
Legacy Match 

How much is your commitment worth?
The Rhodes Trust will receive a gift of 10% of the estimated value of your intended 
bequest/planned gift if you are able to estimate the value, or a gift of £5000 if you are 
not able to estimate the value of your bequest/planned gift.

Two steps to generate an immediate Match payment
1. Name the Rhodes Trust in your will or set up a planned gift with the Rhodes Trust   
				as	a	beneficiary.
2. Tell the Rhodes Trust about your future gift by completing the Legacy Match form.



With two steps you can generate an immediate cash donation to the Rhodes 
Trust from the McCall MacBain Foundation:

1. Support the Rhodes Scholarships in your will or with a planned gift

2. Complete this Legacy Match form

Bequests and planned gifts in support of the Rhodes Scholarships can be 
made via a number of tax-efficient routes.  

I have named the following in my will,  or in a trust, or as a beneficiary designation: 
[ ] The Rhodes Trust  (UK, Canada and all other geographies not listed below)  
[ ] Americans for Oxford Inc    [ ] Rhodes Scholarships in Australia Pty Ltd
[ ] The American Trust for Oxford   [ ] The Rhodes Trust in South Africa
[ ] Other, please specify: .............................................................................................................................

In order for the Rhodes Trust to receive the 10% match, please provide an 
estimate of the value of your intended bequest or planned gift. Some 
supporting documentation may be requested. Intended bequests or planned 
gifts without an estimated value will generate a match payment of £5000.    

My bequest/planned gift is in the amount of: ..........................
My bequest is a percentage worth approximately: ...........................

For more information about leaving a legacy, visit www.rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk/bequest

Title:  Name:

Address:

Country:     Postcode:

Email:

Election region:

College:       Election year:

Signature:       Date:

We will be delighted to record and acknowledge your support by adding you to the  
membership of the Rhodes Society. 

[ ] Please tick here if you DO NOT wish to be a member of the Rhodes Society.  

Thank you.

For more information contact:
 
Nancy Felix 
T: +1 917 902 3731 
E: nancy.felix@rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk

 

Securing the  
future of the  

Rhodes  
Scholarships

LEGACY MATCH
I want my future gift to qualify for a 
matching donation now

Please mail  
completed form to: 
The Development Office
Rhodes House 
South Parks Road 
Oxford OX1 3RG 
United Kingdom 


